Non-linear dynamics of columns of cat visual cortex revealed by simulation and experiment.
Correlation images were derived from simultaneous recordings of 12 signals representing the synaptic activity at different layers of a column in cat visual cortex (area 18) and 12 signals representing the local average spiking activity at the same locations. Because the ongoing activity and the activity evoked by stroboscopic flashes yielded the same correlation image, ongoing activity is caused by an input to a column similar to flash-evoked activity and is thus not endogenous. Moving bar stimuli evoked bursts of oscillations (25-75 Hz band) in the correlation image. The rhythm of these oscillations was not related to any frequency component in the stimulus. In all correlation images we observed that synaptic activity in one layer resulted in simultaneous spiking activity in all layers with latency differences smaller than 2 ms (the sample interval used). Similar behaviour was observed in a simulation experiment where we 'realistically' modelled one column of visual cortex with 1000 three-compartmental neurons in 11 functional layers. When such a model column was tuned to yield a stable and excitable system with low ongoing activity, activation of any of the layers caused simultaneous activity in all 11 layers. Both the simulation and the experimental results suggest that a column can be regarded as a basic processing element sending the same information over all its outputs to other columns within the same cortical region, other visual areas and subcortical structures.